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Abstract
Computer software now controls critical systems world-
wide. International standards require such programs to be
produced from mathematically-precise specifications, but
the techniques and tools involved are highly complex and
unfamiliar to most programmers. We present a formal ba-
sis for extending a tool already used by software develop-
ers, the program compiler, to undertake much of the task
automatically. This is done by devising a code generation
strategy, based on program refinement theory, capable of
translating specification constructs embedded in programs
into executable code, without the need for programmer in-
tervention.
Keywords and phrases: Formal methods; Software engi-
neering; Programming tools.
1 Introduction
Computer software now plays a critical role in avionics,
transport, defence and process control. Failure of such soft-
ware can have catastrophic effects. Consequently, emerg-
ing international standards now favour development of pro-
grams from mathematically-precise specifications [14].
In theory, specifications can be translated into high-level
language programs via ‘refinement’ laws [10]. In practice,
this has proven to be prohibitively slow and expensive—
many refinement steps have side conditions which present
the same intellectual challenges as mathematical theorem
proving. Although several tools have been devised to sup-
port the process, they all require skill with verification prin-
ciples that are unfamiliar to most computer programmers
[16, 4, 15, 2, 7].
The needs of programmers would be better served by
unintrusively extending the tools they already use. Fore-
most among these is the high-level language compiler. Our
work aims to develop principles for automatically com-
piling specification constructs embedded in high-level lan-
guage programs directly into executable code. In effect,
this would raise the level of abstraction of the programming
language and provide a way to meet the demands of high-
integrity programming without forcing programmers to sig-
nificantly change their working practices.
The challenge is that the theory for refining specifica-
tions to programs is more complex than traditional compiler
code generation strategies and usually requires programmer
intervention to be applied successfully. However, such in-
teraction is impractical for a ‘pushbutton’ tool like a com-
piler. We therefore aim to devise a restricted form of refine-
ment which can be applied automatically, using syntactic
pattern matching and expression manipulation. In terms of
conventional compiler technology, the process is similar to
global code optimisation. It can be thought of as a form
of program transformation performed at the source code
level. In practice it could be undertaken by a preprocessor
attached to an existing compiler, or integrated into a new
compiler’s code generation back end.
In this paper we briefly describe ‘specification compila-
tion’ theory at the source program level. Motivated by a
small case study, we show how a series of increasingly so-
phisticated specification constructs can be translated to con-
ventional programming language code via refinement-based
code generation templates. Section 2 reviews previous re-
search on which this work is based. Sections 3 and 4 in-
troduce the specification notations that will be added to the
programming language, and a motivational example. Sec-
tions 5 to 8 then use the example to illustrate the various
forms of code generation template required. Section 9 con-
cludes with a brief discussion of implementation alterna-
tives.
2 Previous Work
This research is combining refinement principles with
compiler technology. It builds on, but is distinct from, sev-
eral areas of previous work.
Program annotations have been devised which allow
high-level language programs to include specification con-
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structs as meaningful comments. In particular, the Spark
programming language includes pre and postcondition
specifications [1]. The crucial difference with our work is
that these annotations are used not for generating code, but
for verifying the correctness of a manually-constructed pro-
gram. The annotations are ignored by the compiler and are
examined only by separate analysis tools.
The refinement calculus is a well-established theory for
translating specifications to program code [10]. It provides
a formal basis for program development, but does not say
how to translate a particular specification into code. More-
over, many refinement laws are accompanied by provisos
which must be formally proven before the refinement step
can be considered correct. Our proposed compilation strat-
egy is based on refinement theory, and relies on it to verify
the correctness of our code generation templates, but the
only provisos associated with the templates are trivial ones,
such as type correctness of expressions, that can be checked
using conventional compiler technology.
Refinement tools already exist for translating specifica-
tions to program-level designs [16, 4, 15]. However, they
differ from our work in that they provide automated, rather
than fully automatic, programming support. They rely on
interaction with the programmer to make design decisions
and devise proof strategies; our approach must instead be
applicable without programmer intervention. Admittedly, a
fully automatic approach can never be as general as human-
assisted refinement. Highly abstract specifications cannot
be translated into executable code without the insight of
an experienced programmer. Nevertheless, as demonstrated
below, a wide range of specification statements can be trans-
lated automatically. Furthermore, we believe ‘hands off’
refinement has a higher likelihood of industrial acceptance,
despite its inherent limitations.
Automatic translators are also available, usually as part
of a larger programming environment, which can translate
certain specifications into Ada [7], C [2], C++ [6] or Java
program code. In each case, however, the ‘specification’
must be expressed at a low abstraction level, already equiva-
lent to that of programming language statements. The chal-
lenge of designing executable models from abstract spec-
ifications is still performed interactively by the program-
mer.
Program synthesis methodologies and tools have been
developed to help in the application of large-scale refine-
ment steps [8]. They provide high-level tactics for refine-
ment, allowing the programmer to select from a number
of pre-defined programming strategies [13]. Again the ap-
proach is automated, rather than automatic, but the algo-
rithm taxonomies [12] and code fragment libraries [9, 8]
devised in this work are a significant influence on our re-
search, because they can be used to guide the structure of
our library of code generation templates.
3 Background: Specifications
Our goal is to show how specification-level constructs
appearing in high-level language programs can be automat-
ically translated into executable code. In refinement theory,
a specification statement, V : [P , Q], represents part of a
program that has yet to be written [10]. The frame, V , is
a list of those variables that may be changed by this state-
ment. The precondition, P , is a predicate characterising the
system state in which the statement is meant to be invoked.
If the precondition is just ‘true’ it can be omitted. The post-
condition, Q, is a predicate defining the system states in
which the statement must finish. In the postcondition pred-
icate, a variable v may appear as ‘v0’ to denote its initial
value, when the statement began [10]. Thus, a specification
statement is a requirement to achieve postcondition Q, by
changing only those variables in list V , provided that pre-
condition P holds. Such statements allow the programmer
to specify what must be done, but not necessarily how.
Refinement theory also allows specification-level vari-
ables and constants to be declared and scoped just as in
any imperative programming language [10]. The statement
|[var v : T • S]| declares a locally-scoped variable v of
type T that may be accessed within statement S. How-
ever, a wider range of types is allowed for such variables,
beyond those normally found in programming languages.
Specifications rely for much of their elegance and concise-
ness on the use of mathematical types such as sets and se-
quences. We therefore also allow such declarations to ap-
pear in programs, provided that the variables declared are
used in specification statements only, and not conventional
programming constructs like assignment statements. (How-
ever, there is no prohibition against using program-level
variables in specification statements.) Apart from ‘var’ dec-
larations, we also allow ‘inv’ declarations of specification-
level predicates that are expected to be invariant throughout
their scope [10].
4 Motivational Example
As an illustrative example, we will consider formal de-
velopment of a small program fragment. Assume the ex-
istence of some global variables: a is an array of integers,
` denotes the length of array a, and i is a non-zero natural
number. (Section 8 explains how these variables are intro-
duced.) Our overall requirement is expressed by the follow-
ing specification statement.
i : [` > 0 , a(i) = max{a(j) | 1 6 j 6 `}](1)
The precondition ‘` > 0’ states an assumption that the num-
ber of integers in array a is greater than zero. The postcon-
dition ‘a(i) = max{a(j) | 1 6 j 6 `}’ expresses the re-
quirement that the final value of element a(i)must equal the
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largest value in the whole array. The frame ‘i’ tells us that
we must achieve this by changing variable i only. In other
words, the specification is a requirement to set i to point to
the largest integer in a.
Faced with such a requirement, a programmer would or-
dinarily write a program as follows. For concreteness, we
use a Spark-like programming language here [1] (except
that we use semi-colons as statement separators rather than
terminators). Spark already has specification annotations,
to help with program analysis, and is thus an ideal starting
point.
--# assert ` > 0(2)
i := 1;(3)
for k in 2 .. ` loop(4)
if a(i) < a(k) then(5)
i := k(6)
end if(7)
end loop(8)
The Spark comment on line 2 documents our assertion that
the array contains at least one element.
Translating specification statement 1 into the program-
ming language code on lines 3 to 8 is a creative process. A
refinement or program synthesis tool could help undertake
the formal steps involved, but only provided that its user had
sufficient familiarity with the tool and its underlying theory.
Our goal in the following sections is to show how an appro-
priate library of code generation templates can be used to
perform the translation entirely automatically.
5 Basic Compilation Model
We adopt a pragmatic approach which is midway be-
tween traditional programming and formal development.
We allow the programmer to directly write the program as
usual, but the code can contain specification statements as
shortcuts. Provided these statements are in a form recog-
nised by our extended compilation strategy, they can be
automatically translated into high-level language code and,
from there, to assembler code. (If integrated into the com-
piler, the strategy need not produce human-readable high-
level language code, but would instead produce an inter-
mediate representation [5, §7.3], to serve as input to the
standard compiler back end.) This means that programmers
may continue to use their favourite coding techniques and
tools, and that the approach is compatible with legacy soft-
ware.
For instance, consider the following alternative version
of the program above.
i := 1;
for k in 2 .. ` loop
i : [a(i) = max{a(i0), a(k)}](9)
end loop
Here the programmer has written the same code for the
loop, but instead of the loop body has merely specified what
needs to be done using specification statement 9. This state-
ment requires the compiler to update index i in such a way
that the ith element of array a is the larger of elements a(k)
and a(i0). Recall that i0 is the initial value of variable i
when the statement begins. (Since variable a does not ap-
pear in the frame of this statement it cannot change, and
there is no need to write ‘a0’. Similarly for k.) The chal-
lenge for our compilation model, therefore, is to automat-
ically translate specification statement 9 into programming
language statements 5 to 7 above.
To do this, the compilation algorithm will search through
a library of code generation templates. A few examples are
shown below. Their meaning is explained as they are used in
the example. Each consists of one or more relations S v C,
where S is a specification statement to be compiled andC is
the resulting program code (possibly containing other spec-
ification statements in need of further compilation). Greek
letters denote generic arguments. Where it is significant,
we refer to variables as ‘program-level’ to mean that they
are declared as conventional high-level language variables
rather than as specification variables (also see Section 8).
Similarly, ‘program-level’ expressions are those that use op-
erators, variables and constants available in the unextended
programming language only.
Template A (Assign to term) Let Π be a program-level
expression involving program variable pi, and Π[κ/pi] be
the same expression with program-level term ‘κ’ substituted
for ‘pi’. Then a requirement to update variable pi, so that
expression Π equals expression Π[κ/pi], can be achieved by
making pi equal expression κ.
pi : [Π = Π[κ/pi]] v pi := κ
Template B (No action) A requirement to change a vari-
able ϑ, in such a way that an expression Θ involving that
variable has the same value as it had with the old value ϑ0,
can be achieved by doing nothing.
ϑ : [Θ = Θ[ϑ0/ϑ]] v null
Template C (Find maximum of a set) Given a non-empty
set {λ1, . . . , λn} of program-level numeric values, we can
update a program-level variable pi so that some program-
level expression Π involving that variable equals the max-
imum value in the set by comparing each value with the
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maximum of its predecessors.
pi : [Π = max{λ}]
v pi : [Π = λ]
pi : [Π = max{λ1, . . . , λm, λ}]
v pi : [Π = max{λ1, . . . , λm}];
if Π < λ then
pi : [Π = λ]
end if
Consider what happens when the compiler encounters
statement 9. This statement matches the left-hand side of
Template C. This template defines the code to be generated
for a specification statement containing an equality with a
‘max’ operator applied to a set on one side, and an arbitrary
expression Π on the other. There are two cases. If there is
only one value λ in the set then it is the maximum by de-
fault, so a satisfactory compilation step is to require that Π
is made equal to this value. In the second case, where there
are two or more elements in the set, two statements are gen-
erated. The first is a specification to find the maximum of
all the elements in the set apart from the last. The second is
a conditional statement that compares the maximum found
so far with the last set element λ. If λ is the larger of the
two then another specification statement requires that Π be
made equal to λ.
Applying Template C to Statement 9 yields the following
code generation step.
Statement 9
v ‘by Template C’
i : [a(i) = max{a(i0)}];(10)
if a(i) < a(k) then
i : [a(i) = a(k)](11)
end if
There are now two specification statements in need of
further compilation. Statement 10 matches the first case in
Template C and can thus be compiled as follows.
Statement 10
v ‘by Template C’
i : [a(i) = a(i0)](12)
The resulting specification 12 now matches Template B,
which handles degenerate specifications that change noth-
ing. Recall that E[x/y] denotes substitution of term ‘x’ for
‘y’ in expression E.
Statement 12
v ‘by Template B’
null(13)
Statement 13 can then be eliminated using standard optimi-
sation techniques.
Specification 11 above can also be compiled to exe-
cutable code via the matching template, which in this case
shows how two expressions that differ by a single term can
be made equal.
Statement 11
v ‘by Template A’
i := k
Putting all these steps together, we can see that the re-
sulting program is the same as statements 5 to 7. The pro-
grammer does not need to be aware of this compilation pro-
cess, or require any knowledge of the templates applied. (Of
course, if the extended compiler is unable to translate a par-
ticular specification statement to executable code, an appro-
priate diagnostic message must be returned.) The resulting
program can then be compiled to machine code using con-
ventional techniques.
6 Exploiting Preconditions
In Section 5 we considered simple specifications con-
sisting of a postcondition predicate only. However, speci-
fication statements may also include explicit preconditions
which can be used to document computations already com-
pleted. Consider the situation where the programmer writes
the following specification instead of specification 9.
i : [a(i) = max{a(j) | 1 6 j 6 k − 1} ,
a(i) = max{a(j) | 1 6 j 6 k}]
(14)
Here the precondition tells us that we can assume that a(i)
already equals the maximum of the elements numbered 1 to
k−1. The postcondition then requires us to make a(i) equal
the maximum from 1 to k. Although seemingly more com-
plex than specification 9, this alternative version is better in
the sense that it is more abstract. Furthermore, expression
‘a(i) = max{a(j) | 1 6 j 6 k}’ is an invariant of the loop
on lines 4 to 8 (assuming that k’s increment is treated as
part of the loop body) and would thus arise naturally during
a formal development of this program.
The following code generation template handles such a
specification. It uses the precondition to recognise that the
only work remaining is to compare the new element λ with
the maximum Θ already found.
Template D (Find maximum of larger set) Given that
expression Θ already equals the maximum of a set
{λ1, . . . , λn}, then we can make Θ equal the maximum of
the larger set {λ1, . . . , λn, λ} by finding the maximum of
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the original value Θ0 and the new element λ.
ϑ : [Θ = max{λ1, . . . , λn} ,
Θ = max{λ1, . . . , λn, λ}]
v ϑ : [Θ = max{Θ0, λ}]
Applying this to specification 14 yields the following
code generation step.
Statement 14
v ‘by Template D’
i : [a(i) = max{a(i0), a(k)}]
The resulting statement is the same as specification 9, so
compilation can then proceed as in Section 5.
Observe that the pattern matching technology required
to identify Template D as applicable in this case is more
sophisticated than previous examples. It relies on the com-
piler recognising that set ‘{a(j) | 1 6 j 6 k − 1}’ differs
from ‘{a(j) | 1 6 j 6 k}’ by element a(k). In a practical
implementation this could be accommodated either by im-
plementing expression manipulation routines that attempt
to rearrange expressions to match the left-hand side of tem-
plates, or by providing a larger library of templates in which
equivalent expressions are arranged differently.
7 Tactics and Algorithms
So far we have concentrated on reasonably straightfor-
ward translations of specifications to a few program state-
ments only. However, the approach can also be used to
implement more substantial programming strategies. For
this we draw inspiration from the field of program synthesis
which has defined taxonomies of common computing al-
gorithms, such as searching, constraint satisfaction, and so
on [12]. Our aim is to capture such high-level tactics in our
template library [8].
For instance, the following template models a particular
iterative strategy. Given a need to find some function β of
a set of elements, it does so by considering one additional
element at a time.
Template E (Incrementally process set) Given the need
to find some function β of a set {λ1, . . . , λη}, we can do
so by applying β to successively larger subsets. Let η
be a program-level value of type Integer, and ‘ε’ be a
previously-unused identifier.
ϑ : [η > 0 ,Θ = β {λ1, . . . , λη}]
v ϑ : [Θ = β {λ1}];
for ε in 2 .. η loop
ϑ : [Θ = β {λ1, . . . , λε−1} ,
Θ = β {λ1, . . . , λε}]
end loop
We can use this template, with ‘max’ as function β, to
compile our original top-level specification from Section 4.
Statement 1
v ‘by Template E’
i : [a(i) = max{a(1)}];(15)
for k in 2 .. ` loop
i : [a(i) = max{a(j) | 1 6 j 6 k−1} ,
a(i) = max{a(j) | 1 6 j 6 k}]
end loop
The body of the loop is the same as statement 14 in Sec-
tion 6, and specification 15 can be refined to statement 3
via Templates C and A. Thus we have now demonstrated
the ability to automatically compile specification 1 to the
program code on lines 3 to 8.
The design and choice of templates at this level of ab-
straction can have a significant effect on the efficiency of
the generated code. For instance, consider the meaning of
specification 1 if the largest value in a appears several times
in the array. In this case the program shown in Section 4
will leave index i pointing to the first such value encoun-
tered. However, if the program used comparator ‘6’, rather
than ‘<’, on line 5 then index i would point to the last such
element. Both programs are valid, because specification 1
does not state which element i should point to if the largest
value is not unique in the array, but the code generated by
Template C is more efficient than the version using ‘6’.
8 Data Refinement
Sections 5 to 7 relied on variables a, i and ` hav-
ing already been declared. More generally, though, we
must devise templates to handle variables that are de-
clared with specification-level types. The process of replac-
ing specification-level data structures with program-level
ones is known as data refinement [11]. It is significantly
more complicated than the ‘algorithmic’ refinements shown
above because it involves changing the declared data struc-
tures, and all statements that may use those data structures,
simultaneously. To accommodate this, we must apply sev-
eral code generation templates together.
Returning to the motivational example from Section 4,
assume that index i is declared as a conventional program-
level variable in a global scope.
m : constant := . . . ;(16)
i : Integer range 1 .. m;(17)
Integer constant m bounds the range of index i.
However, rather than doing the same for program-level
array a, let us now assume that the programmer’s original
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concern was not with arrays, but was a more abstract desire
to find the largest element in a sequence. Specification-level
type ‘seq’ is more general than a programming language’s
array type [10]. It has a wider range of applicable oper-
ators for extracting individual elements and subsequences.
For our example we need only a few of these. Given se-
quences s and t, let #s be the length of sequence s, s++t be
concatenation of sequence s with sequence t, and 〈e, f, . . .〉
be the particular sequence consisting of elements e, f , etc.
Therefore, the programmer could have written the orig-
inal requirement within the scope of a specification-level
sequence declaration as follows.
|[ var s : seq Integer;(18)
inv #s 6 m •(19)
s : [s = 〈〉];(20)
-- add elements to s(21)
i : [#s > 0 ,
s(i) = max{s(j) | 1 6 j 6 #s}]
(22)
]|(23)
Line 18 declares specification-level variable s as a sequence
of (program-level) integers. Within the scope of this dec-
laration, specification 20 requires s to be initialised to the
empty sequence. Sequence s is then filled with data el-
ements, by some code not shown here, at the point indi-
cated by comment 21. Following this, specification 22 is a
requirement to locate the largest element in the sequence.
This specification is similar to statement 1 above, but is
more elegant because it uses the ‘#’ operator to access the
length of the sequence, rather than the given value ` used
previously.
However, specification-level types often have properties
that cannot be implemented in practice. This is a significant
challenge for machine-specific data refinements [3], and we
must structure our code generation templates so that they
are restricted to specification-level declarations that can be
compiled successfully. For this example the problem is
that sequences have no inherent bound on their length, a
property that cannot be emulated with finite memory space.
Therefore, we require the programmer to indicate the max-
imum possible length of the sequence as shown by the in-
variant on line 19. This states that the length of sequence s
is expected to never exceed constant m.
Below is a multi-part code generation template for com-
pilation of such a specification-level declaration. It consists
of two main parts, Template F for replacing a sequence data
type with an array, and Subtemplates F.1 to F.4 for replacing
all appearances of the sequence with the array. (In practice,
there will be more subtemplates for other sequence oper-
ators.) The subtemplates are meaningful only within the
context of this particular data refinement, as indicated by
the decorated refinement relation ‘vF’. Conceptually, all of
the subtemplates are applied simultaneously [11], although
our compiler-based implementation will do so sequentially;
for some data refinements it may be necessary for the tem-
plate library to define a particular order of application.
Template F (Replace finite sequence with array) A vari-
able block containing a specification-level sequence σ of
program-level type Λ and bounded size η can be converted
into a program-level array. Let ‘α’ and ‘ψ’ be previously-
unused program-level identifiers. Let Σ be a statement in
our extended programming language, and Σ′ be the same
statement modified according to Subtemplates F.1 to F.4
below.
|[var σ : seq Λ; inv #σ 6 η • Σ]|
v declare
α : array (1 .. η) of Λ;
ψ : Integer range 1 .. η
begin
Σ′
end
Subtemplate F.1 (Clear array) In the context of the type
conversion defined by Template F, a statement which sets
sequence σ to be empty can be achieved by setting array
pointer ψ to zero.
σ : [σ = 〈〉] vF ψ := 0
Subtemplate F.2 (Add element to array) In the context
of the type conversion defined by Template F, a requirement
to add a single value τ of type Λ to the end of sequence σ
can be achieved by incrementing array pointer ψ and set-
ting array element α(ψ) to equal τ .
σ : [#σ < η , σ = σ0 ++ 〈τ〉]
vF ψ := ψ + 1;
α(ψ) := τ
Subtemplate F.3 (Access array pointer) In the context of
the type conversion defined by Template F, references to the
length of sequence σ can be replaced by the array pointerψ.
Let $ be a list of zero or more variables to be updated, ex-
cluding σ, and Φ and Ψ be pre and postcondition predi-
cates, respectively.
$ : [Φ ,Ψ]
vF $ : [Φ[ψ/#σ] ,Ψ[ψ/#σ][ψ0/#σ0]]
Subtemplate F.4 (Access array element) In the context of
the type conversion defined by Template F, references to the
ιth element of sequence σ can be replaced by a reference
to the same element of array α. Let ι be a program-level
expression in the range 1 .. η.
$ : [Φ ,Ψ]
vF $ : [Φ[α(ι)/σ(ι)] ,Ψ[α(ι)/σ(ι)][α0(ι)/σ0(ι)]]
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Template F itself defines the desired data conversion.
Given a sequence σ of bounded size η, it replaces σ’s dec-
laration with a program-level declare block containing an
array α and a pointer ψ which tracks how many elements
have been stored in α. Together these two program-level
variables are used to achieve the same effect as the sin-
gle specification-level variable. The template also requires
that statement Σ, within the scope of the original declara-
tion, must be transformed to replace all references to σ with
the new program-level variables. This is done by apply-
ing the various subtemplates to each specification statement
within Σ. (Recall that specification-level variables may ap-
pear in specification constructs only.)
Subtemplate F.1, for instance, handles the situation
where a specification statement within Σ requires se-
quence σ to be made equal to the empty sequence. The
equivalent program-level action is to assign 0 to array
pointer ψ. Subtemplate F.2 deals with a requirement to add
a single element τ to the end of sequence σ. It does this at
the program level by incrementing array pointer ψ and in-
serting τ into array α. However, the precondition on the left
tells us that this action is possible only if the sequence has
not already reached its maximum allowed length η. Sub-
template F.3 substitutes any references to ‘#σ’, i.e., the
length of the sequence, with ‘ψ’, i.e., the array pointer. Sim-
ilarly, subtemplate F.4 replaces indexed uses of sequence σ
with identically-indexed occurrences of array α. (For our
purposes here we assume that σ is not in frame $. More
generally, though, appearances of σ in the frame must be
replaced by either α, ψ or both.)
Applying Template F to the program above results in the
following code generation step.
Statements 18 to 23
v ‘by Template F’
declare(24)
a : array (1 .. m) of Integer;(25)
` : Integer range 1 .. m(26)
begin(27)
` := 0;(28)
-- add elements to a
i : [` > 0 ,
a(i) = max{a(j) | 1 6 j 6 `}]
end(29)
Firstly, Template F replaces the specification-level declara-
tion of sequence s with program-level variables a and `.
Then Subtemplate F.1 refines specification 20 to assign-
ment 28. Subtemplates F.3 and F.4 then replace references
to s in specification 22 with appropriate references to a
and `. The resulting specification statement is the same as
specification 1 and can be refined to program code as al-
ready shown in Sections 5 to 7.
9 Conclusion
We have shown how a carefully chosen set of refinement
laws can be used to define an abstract compilation strategy
that allows specification constructs appearing within pro-
grams to be automatically compiled to high-level language
code. A compilation environment that embodies this con-
cept would allow programmers to meet the requirements of
high-integrity programming without the need to become ex-
perts in program refinement theory.
The technology needed to implement such an environ-
ment, either as a preprocessor for an existing compiler or
as an integral part of a newly developed one, is well within
reach. A stand-alone preprocessor would accept a program
with specification constructs and produce a standard pro-
gram ready for conventional compilation. Such a preproces-
sor would be simpler to build than existing refinement tools
[16, 4, 15] because it has no need for user interaction or the-
orem proving capabilities. It merely needs pattern match-
ing, expression rearrangement and (possibly) backtracking
routines sufficient for finding and applying appropriate tem-
plates.
For efficiency, though, it would be preferable to inte-
grate compilation of specification statements into the high-
level language compiler itself, to take advantage of the com-
piler’s front end analysis phases, rather than duplicating
these in the preprocessor. Constructing such a compiler
extension would involve: modifying the compiler’s lexical,
syntactic and semantic analysis phases to recognise speci-
fication constructs; extending the symbol table with addi-
tional attributes so that it can be used to track specification-
level variables and types; and extending the code gener-
ation strategy to perform ‘refinement’ steps. The last of
these could be done either immediately before the interme-
diate code generation phase, or between the intermediate
code generation and code optimisation phases. In the lat-
ter case, the compiler’s intermediate representation notation
would need to be extended to include specification-level
constructs. This suggests that an enhanced form of three-
address code [5, §7.3.2] would be a good starting point.
In any case, the practical success of the overall approach
depends on having a sufficiently large library of templates.
It is unlikely that the template library will ever be consid-
ered complete. Populating the library to accommodate new
forms of specification will always be an ongoing process,
just as the power of theorem provers is continually increased
by extending their theory bases as their application domain
grows.
In future work we will further demonstrate the practical-
ity of the concept by prototyping a small specification-to-
program translator. This will be developed in a logic pro-
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gramming language, so that its in-built pattern matching fa-
cilities can be used for selection of appropriate ‘templates’,
expressed as rewriting clauses.
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